QUALITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
The Direction of OCSA PROSPECTING AND STUDIES, Ltd. has adopted the criteria
of ISO 9001 and ISO 14001, as arguments to build their management systems.
These, understood as a coherent group, serve as frame to develop each of the
processes of the organization; being, at the same time environmentally friendly.
Since the assumption of these principles, OCSA is committed to provide the means
to understand the needs and current and future customer expectations, meet legal
and regulatory requirements that apply, as well as other requirements to which the
organization subscribes, establish a framework reference to achieve the satisfaction
of stakeholders, increase awareness, motivation and active participation of the people
in the company, plan ahead and change management and continuously improve the
performance of the organization so consistent with preservation of the environment.
The management team commits to direct all their actions towards the reduction and
prevention of environmental impacts that may occur in the development of its activity,
paying particular attention to the protection of the environment. To do this, OCSA is
committed to establish and periodically evaluating compliance targets to ensure the
principle of pollution prevention.
This position is to create value for the organization, customers and other stakeholders
(employees, suppliers, shareholders and society). And this value must be understood
from the competitive advantage and confidence with a commitment to positive
references and reputation of the company, customer loyalty, operating results, fast
and flexible responses to market opportunities and optimizing processes, costs and
cycle times, through the effective and efficient use of resources.
As collateral for this purpose, OCSA has the means and implement actions necessary
to achieve and maintain their quality management systems ISO 9001 and
environment by 14001.
These systems are range for all company activities, including those unincorporated
joint venture, in which systems are adopted, quality and / or environment,of OCSA as
a reference to develop themselves targeted by the project or contract.
The Direction of OCSA delegates, explicitly, in the figure of Responsible Management
the authority to that with due independence of all parties involved, be responsible for
the development, implementation, updating and monitoring compliance with all
System Quality management and transmission of the need to take into account the
requirements of our customers.
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